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If youre a veteran flight simulator pilot or a
student pilot, the Superbug is your perfect

flying partner. VRS has proven that they can
maintain this level of quality with a steady

stream of new products. If the Superbug and
TacPack combat system does not serve you

well, I would strongly urge you to return it for
a refund and look somewhere else for a fighter
jet. We have supported this product since the

F/A-18E was in development. VRS is
committed to the industry and has worked

closely with the United States Navy (USN) and
other respected parties to develop the

F/A-18E. To start at the beginning, they first
met with the USN in 1997 to establish the

Superbug as a flight simulator and Tactical Air
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Command (TAC) Pack for the F/A-18E and
A/R-18E. From this point VRS established a

close working relationship with the USN. The
Superbug was the first of its kind to

incorporate realistic flight dynamics and
aerodynamics. It was also the first to feature a

functional center of gravity (CG) that
simulated the kinetic energy of the aircraft as

its lifted by thrust or had external stores
attached to its wings. This allowed the

Superbug to fly with realistic CG
characteristics and the same behavior as a

physical aircraft. The mission computer (MU)
can be the most important part of the

Superbug as it handles everything from radio
communications to special weapons. The

ability to program in real-time is needed in
order to build a well-rounded performance

profile for the Superbug. VRS has introduced
their unique and proprietary mission

programming interface to allow a degree of
customizability that was previously
unavailable in this class of aircraft.
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i didnt want to leave to early. you can
download the demos from the free demo area
of the superbugs site. no i did not have time to

fly more than one mission, but i did get the
chance to play with the limitations of f-18s
autopilot. i didnt get to have any fun, but it

was still a good introduction for me. the
superbugs interface is easy to navigate. you
can access the left-side of the screen via the

radio group, the right-hand side via the
navigation and weapons group, and all of the

screens in the middle are where you have
access to the overall systems. the navigation

and weapons group consist of the cockpit
module, which has 8 tracks, and the hud

module which has 4 tracks. the cockpit looks
like its taken right out of a f-18e and the
amount of detail is very impressive. the

screens can be rotated 360 degrees and 3d,
and you can fully control every aspect of the
cockpits systems. the manuals are detailed

and easy to follow. they also provide
photographs so that you can see exactly what

you should be looking for in the training
mission. the training mission shouldnt take
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more than 1 to 2 hours to complete (i had 6
years of experience flying fs9 at the time this
was written), but as always, you can download
the mission file and you can take it one step

further and fly as many missions as you can in
the time given. so you can train for free! i was
also very impressed with the kneeboards. the
most impressive feature was the fact that the

kneboards could be put together in any
configuration you choose. rather than being
limited to the standard 9-1-9 of the default

cockpits, you can put together any
configuration that you want to pilot. this

includes the ability to make the cockpit if you
want to turn a combat situation into an ctf-like
scenario. this has to be my favorite feature of
the cockpit. it makes it so much more realistic.

i would even recommend that you include
your own cockpit! just for fun. 5ec8ef588b
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